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Abstract
As the pressures on the chemical and process industries to improve their environmental performance are increasing, the need to move
away from narrow system de®nitions and concepts in environmental system management is becoming more apparent. Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) is gaining wider acceptance as a method that enables quanti®cation of environmental interventions and evaluation of the
improvement options throughout the life cycle of a process, product or activity. Historically, LCA has mainly been applied to products;
however, recent literature suggests that it can assist in identifying more sustainable options in process selection, design and optimisation.
This paper reviews some of these newly emerging applications of LCA. A number of case studies indicate that process selection must be
based on considerations of the environment as a whole, including indirect releases, consumption of raw materials and waste disposal. This
approach goes beyond the present practice of choosing Best Practicable Environmental Option (BPEO), by which it is possible to reduce the
environmental impacts directly from the plant, but to increase them elsewhere in the life cycle. These issues are discussed and demonstrated
by the examples of end-of-pipe abatement techniques for SO2, NOx and VOCs and processes for the production of liquid CO2 and O2. The
integration of LCA into the early stages of process design and optimisation is also reviewed and discussed. The approach is outlined and
illustrated with real case studies related to the mineral and chemical industries. It is shown that a newly emerging Life Cycle Process Design
(LCPD) tool offers a potential for technological innovation in process concept and structure through the selection of best material and
process alternatives over the whole life cycle. The literature also suggests that LCA coupled with multi-objective optimisation (MO)
provides a robust framework for process design by simultaneously optimising on environmental, technical, economic and other criteria.
Pareto-optimum solutions obtained in MO provide a number of options for improved design and operation throughout the whole life cycle.
This approach therefore provides a potentially powerful decision making tool which may help to identify more sustainable solutions in the
process industries. # 1999 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Life cycle assessment; BPEO; BATNEEC; Waste minimisation; Multi-objective optimisation; Process design; System analysis

1. Introduction
The development of industrial technology has enabled the
transformation of the environment in different ways, changing the nature and extent of the environmental impacts of
industrial activities. Resource depletion, air, water and land
pollution, are examples of the environmental problems
which have emerged as a result of intensi®ed interventions
into the environment. One of the main problems associated
with these activities is that they may not have an immediate
effect and some may have a more global impact on the
environment. This is becoming apparent with the increasing
scienti®c awareness of the cumulative and synergistic
*Tel.: +44-1483-259-170; fax: +44-1483-259-510; e-mail:
a.azapagic@surrey.ac.uk

effects of some of the environmental impacts over space
and time. For instance, emissions of greenhouse gases can
occur locally, but the resulting greenhouse effect will have a
global character.
It is therefore not surprising that pressures on those
responsible for the environmental interventions to improve
their performance are rising. Among these, the chemical and
process industries ®nd themselves constantly under the
scrutiny of various pressure groups demanding more environmentally acceptable processes, products and practices
through the ideas of `waste minimisation', `zero emission',
`producer responsibility', etc. One of the potential dangers
of this is that the companies exposed to environmental
pressures may simply respond to satisfy a particular group.
However, this short-term approach may lead to costly longterm mistakes with little environmental improvement and no
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net business bene®t. To avoid this, environmental issues
must be assessed in a holistic way, alongside ®nancial,
technical and other criteria.
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is an environmental management tool that enables quanti®cation of environmental
burdens and their potential impacts over the whole life cycle
of a product, process or activity. Although it has been used in
some industrial sectors for about 20 years, LCA has received
wider attention and methodological development only since
the beginning of the 1990s when its relevance as an environmental management aid in both corporate and public
decision making became more evident. Examples of this
include incorporation of LCA within the ISO 14000 Environmental Management Systems (EMS) [1], EU Eco-Management and Audit Schemes (EMAS) [2]1, and EC
Directive on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control
(IPPC) [3,4] which require companies to have a full knowledge of the environmental consequences of their actions,
both on- and off-site.
Integration of life cycle thinking into environmental
system management started to change the way environmental problems were seen and tackled. It pointed out that, if
sustainable solutions to environmental problems are to be
found, then they must be sought on a more global level.
Today, LCA is being used widely as a decision making tool;
however, the methodology is still developing and a number
of issues remain to be resolved. This paper reviews the stateof-the-art of methodological development and uses of LCA.
In particular, it focuses on the application of LCA in process
selection, design and optimisation as a tool for identifying
clean technologies [5±8]. The procedures for incorporating
into the system optimisation framework the environmental
criteria alongside the economic and technical criteria are
reviewed and discussed. It is shown that this approach can
provide a potentially powerful decision making tool for
managers, process engineers and designers.

de®ne LCA and develop a general methodology for conducting the LCA studies. Soon afterwards, the International
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) started similar work
on developing principles and guidelines on the LCA methodology [17]. Although SETAC and ISO worked independently of each other, a general consensus on the
methodological framework between the two bodies has
started to emerge, with the difference being in the matter
of detail only. While the ISO methodology is still being
shaped, the methodology developed by SETAC remains
widely accepted among LCA practitioners. The latter is
brie¯y described in the following section with reference to
the ISO methodology where appropriate.
2.1. Methodological framework for Life Cycle Assessment
Life Cycle Assessment, as de®ned by SETAC, is ``a
process to evaluate the environmental burdens associated
with a product, process, or activity by identifying and
quantifying energy and materials used and wastes released
to the environment; to assess the impact of those energy and
material uses and releases to the environment; and to
identify and evaluate opportunities to effect environmental
improvements'' [18,19]. It follows the life cycle of a
product, process or activity from extraction of raw materials
to ®nal disposal, including manufacturing, transport, use,
re-use, maintenance and recycling (Fig. 1). Its main advantage over other, site-speci®c, methods for environmental

2. Life cycle assessment
Life Cycle Assessment is a technique for assessing the
environmental performance of a product, process or activity
from `cradle to grave', i.e. from extraction of raw materials
to ®nal disposal. Today's LCA originates from `net energy
analysis' studies, which were ®rst published in the 1970s
[9±11] and considered only energy consumption over a life
cycle of a product or a process. Some later studies included
wastes and emissions [12±16], but none of them went
further than just quantifying materials and energy use. At
this point it was clear that a more sophisticated approach to
complex environmental issues was needed.
As a result, in 1990, the Society for Environmental
Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) initiated activities to
1
Although LCA is not mentioned explicitly in EMAS, its use is implied
in Annex 1, section C (see [2]).

Fig. 1. Stages in the life cycle of a product (from Azapagic [20]).
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analysis, such as Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
or Environmental Audit (EA), lies in broadening the system
boundaries to include all burdens and impacts in the life
cycle of a product or a process, and not focusing on the
emissions and wastes generated by the plant or manufacturing site only.
The methodological framework for conducting LCA, as
de®ned by both SETAC [18] and ISO [17], comprises four
main phases. The two approaches are compared below:
SETAC [18]
ISO-14040 [17]
1. Goal Definition and Scoping Goal and Scope Definition
(ISO14041) [21]
2. Inventory Analysis
Inventory Analysis
(ISO14041) [21]
3. Impact Assessment
Impact Assessment
(ISO14042) [22]
4. Improvement Assessment
Interpretation
(ISO 14043) [23]
As indicated, the methodological framework proposed by
ISO is similar to that defined by SETAC; the only substantial difference is noted in the final phase, as discussed
below. The interactions among the LCA phases are shown in
Fig. 2.
LCA is based on the kind of thermodynamic and system
analyses which are central to process engineering [24].
Therefore, the ®rst step in any analysis must be de®nition
of the system under study. In LCA, this is done in the Goal
De®nition and Scoping phase [18]. The environment is then
interpreted in the thermodynamic sense as `that which
surrounds the system', i.e. the whole universe except the
system under study. Thus for these purposes, `the environment' is de®ned along with the system, by exclusion. On this
basis, Fig. 3 shows schematically the general problem of
environmental system analysis. The system of interest exists
because it produces goods and services, which are treated
together as outputs. To generate these outputs, inputs of

Fig. 2. Interactions between LCA stages (from Fava et al. [18]).

Fig. 3. Environmental system analysis (adapted from Azapagic and Clift
[24]).

energy and materials are required. In a site-speci®c environmental analysis, such as EIA or EA, the system is the
plant or manufacturing site and the inputs are related to the
inputs of material and energy to that plant. In the LCA
context, system boundaries are drawn from `cradle to grave'
to include all burdens and impacts in the life cycle of a
product or a process, so that the inputs into the system
become primary resources.
The system function is also speci®ed within Goal De®nition and Scoping and it is expressed in terms of the functional unit(s) as a measure of the function(s) that the system
delivers. For instance, the function of packaging is to store a
certain amount of liquid. If different packaging is to be
compared, then the comparison should be based on an
equivalent function. Therefore, the functional unit in this
case can be de®ned as the amount of packaging needed to
contain a certain amount of liquid under speci®ed conditions and for a speci®ed period of time.
In setting the system boundaries, it is useful to distinguish
between `foreground' and `background' systems (or,
strictly, sub-systems). The foreground system is de®ned
as the set of processes directly affected by the study
delivering a functional unit speci®ed in Goal and Scope
De®nition [25]. The background system is that which
supplies energy and materials to the foreground system,
usually via a homogeneous market so that individual plants
and operations cannot be identi®ed. Differentiation between
foreground and background systems is also important for
deciding on the type of data to be used. The foreground
system should be described by speci®c process data, while
the background is normally represented by data for a mix or
a set of mixes of different technologies or processes [25,26].
In the second, Inventory Analysis phase, material and
energy balances are performed and the environmental burdens are quanti®ed. The burdens are de®ned by resource
consumption and emissions to air, water and solid waste.
Aggregation of the burdens into a smaller number of impact
categories (Classi®cation) and evaluation of their potential
impacts (Characterisation) is part of the third, Impact
Assessment, phase (see Fig. 2). A number of methods have
been suggested for the identi®cation and quanti®cation of
environmental impacts [27±35]; however, the problem-
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oriented method, developed by Heijungs et al. [36], is the
most widely used. In this approach, the burdens are aggregated according to the relative contributions to speci®c
potential environmental effects, such as global warming
potential, acidi®cation, ozone depletion etc. For instance,
CO2 is a reference gas for determining the global warming
potential of other related gases, such as CH4 and other
VOCs.
Within the Impact Assessment phase, the impacts can be
aggregated further into a single environmental impact function by attaching weights to the impacts to indicate their
relative importance. This step, known as Valuation [18] or
Value-choices [22], has proven to be the most controversial
part of LCA because it implies subjective value judgments
in deciding on the importance of different impacts. Valuation is typically not based on natural science [22] but on
expressing preferences either by decision makers, `experts'
or by the public [37±42]. At present, there is no consensus
on how to aggregate the environmental impacts into a single
environmental impact function [22,37] nor even on whether
such aggregation is conceptually and philosophically valid.
The ®nal phase in the SETAC methodology is Improvement Assessment and is aimed at identifying the possibilities for improving the performance of the system. In the
ISO methodology, this phase is known as Interpretation and,
in addition to improvements and innovations, it covers
identi®cation of major stages in the life cycle contributing
to the impacts, sensitivity analysis and ®nal recommendations [43]. In the SETAC methodology, these additional
steps are included within Goal De®nition and Scoping and
Inventory Analysis.
While the methodology is being developed, the use of
LCA continues to increase. Some examples of LCA studies
include assessment of the environmental impacts of consumer products; others are aimed at improvements of
environmental performance or development of a new product or a process. Prior to focusing on the application of
LCA for process selection and design in Section 4, different
uses of LCA are reviewed and discussed next.

LCA has been used for both corporate and public decision
making. Some of the more recent examples of LCA applications in corporate decision making include energy [44±
48] and transport [49,50] sectors, chemical [51±55], nuclear
[56,57], metal [58±61], polymer [62], paper and forest
[63,64], textile and leather [65,66], water [67,68], electronic
[69,70] and other industries. These applications have mainly
included the following uses, but are not limited to:
 strategic planning or environmental strategy development,
 product and process optimisation, design, and innovation,
 identification of environmental improvements opportunities,
 environmental reporting and marketing,
 creating a framework for environmental audits.
Some of the uses of LCA, as identi®ed by product
manufacturers, are shown in Fig. 4. These results are based
on an international survey of a number of organisations
actively involved in LCA [71]. The data indicate that the
most common reasons for performing an LCA are to
improve environmental performance through analysis of
products and to inform short and long-term policy decisions
through system optimisation and design. The use of LCA in
marketing is also frequent. A similar survey [72,73] has
identi®ed that the main barriers to wider use of LCA in
industry are the relatively high costs and the time necessary
for carrying out an LCA coupled with uncertainty about the
potential commercial bene®ts.
LCA has also served as a tool for environmental system
management and environmental reporting. For instance, in
the UK alone there are already over 200 companies which
hold the ISO 14001 certi®cate [74], which means that LCA
has been or will be used within the EMS to indicate and
track their environmental performance. Unilever, for example, has developed an environmental reporting approach,
termed Overall Business Impact Assessment (OBIA) which
estimates the emissions associated with the life cycle of a

3. Applications of LCA
LCA is generally accepted as an application of system
analysis whose prime objective is to provide a picture of the
interactions of an activity with the environment, thus serving as a tool for environmental management. As such, LCA
has two main objectives. The ®rst is to quantify and evaluate
the environmental performance of a product or a process and
so help decision makers choose among alternatives. Another
objective of LCA is to provide a basis for assessing potential
improvements in the environmental performance of the
system. The latter can be of particular importance to engineers and environmental managers, because it can suggest
ways to modify or design a system in order to decrease its
overall environmental impacts.

Fig. 4. The uses of LCA by industry (from Baumann [71]).
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group of products and business areas [75]. ICI has developed a similar, Environmental Burden approach, using the
impact categories in LCA to assess the effects of its activities on the environment [76,77].
End-of-life waste management regulations and crosssectorial market competition have been the main drivers
for LCA activity in European ®rms [72]. One such example
of end-of-life management is packaging legislation [78,79]
which requires that certain amount of the packaging must be
recycled. Manufacturers of products that may be affected by
end-of-life management regulations have tried to in¯uence
the regulatory process and the impacts of these regulations
in the market by using LCA to support their claims. LCAbased claims have been used in cross-sectorial competition,
both by the commodity and ®nal product producers. Examples of these include plastic versus paper packaging [16,80]
and phosphates versus perborates in the detergent industry
[34].
This trend of increased LCA activity in industry has not
be followed by governments, who have been much slower in
adopting LCA as a tool in policy making. Although there
have been a number of attempts to incorporate LCA in
public decision making world-wide, LCA has still not
become an integral part of this process. Many governments
concentrate on reducing pollution to one medium or from a
single life cycle stage. Attempts to integrate life cycle
thinking into policy making include EU eco-labelling
schemes [81±83], EC directive on Packaging and Packaging
Waste [78,79], and the IPPC Directive [3]. Other policies
that are starting to use the LCA approach are related to
taxation on pollution. One such example is provided by
France which introduced a tax on CO2 emissions based on
the results of an LCA study [84]. The Belgian and Norwegian governments are also considering programmes to
introduce taxation on packaging for which information
has been obtained through life cycle studies. In the USA,
the use of LCA in policy making is being encouraged by the
EPA through various projects, such as the establishment of
subsidies or tax credits for alternative fuels and using a life
cycle approach to develop a maximum achievable control
technology (MACT) standard under the 1990 Clean Air Act
[85].
However, although these schemes promote the use of life
cycle approaches in decision making, most of them concentrate only on a limited number of burdens and usually in
one or two stages in a life cycle. Nevertheless, this approach
is still preferred to single issue considerations, related
normally to the recyclability of the product or its biodegradability. Although these examples represent only the
beginning of application of LCA in policy making, they
are important developments because they demonstrate that
governments are starting to consider broader life cycle
thinking and are prepared to integrate it into the decision
making process.
While a wider acceptance of LCA in policy making is still
to come, there are indications that the use of LCA in
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industry is constantly increasing [71,74,76,77,85,86]. The
rest of this paper reviews and discusses some of these
applications, in particular the use of LCA for process
selection, design and optimisation.
4. LCA for process selection, design and optimisation
Historically, most of the LCA literature has been productfocused [e.g. [18,36,37,42,80,87±95]]. However, more
recently several authors have also demonstrated the so far
unexplored potential of LCA as a tool for process selection
[96±99], design [100±104] and optimisation [20,24,105±
111]. These approaches are discussed in the following
section.
4.1. LCA for process selection
In 1997 the U.K. Environment Agency published its
guidelines for assessing the `Best Practicable Environmental Option' (BPEO) for processes regulated under Integrated
Pollution Control (IPC) [112]. The guidance note sets out a
procedure for assessing environmental harm and comparing
options for speci®c industrial processes to determine BPEO.
The application of the guidance should enable the environmental consequences (level of harm) of releases to be
properly assessed and ensure that the process or abatement
option chosen represents the `Best Available Technique Not
Entailing Excessive Cost' (BATNEEC) and the site speci®c
BPEO.
However, the approach proposed by the Agency has
already attracted criticism, mainly because only site-speci®c considerations are included in choosing the BPEO. As
pointed out by the House of Commons Select Committee on
the Environment in connection with regulation of the
cement industry [113], this narrow approach impeded the
Agency from considering the overall environmental effects
as required under the 1995 Environment Act. This criticism
emphasized once again the fundamental ¯aw in the BPEO
concept, which only considers emissions from the plant
itself, with no account of emissions arising from other
sources in the life cycle, such as production of raw materials, transport and waste disposal. Thus it is possible for a
BPEO technology to reduce a particular pollutant from a
plant, but to increase the emissions of this or other pollutants
elsewhere in the life cycle. This has been demonstrated, for
instance, by the examples of the end-of pipe abatement
techniques for SO2 [96,98], NOx [99], and VOCs [99,114].
The ®ndings of these studies con®rm that if a real BPEO
is to be chosen, it has to be assessed in the LCA context.
The importance of LCA for process selection has also
been recognised by the EC Directive on IPPC [3], due
to be implemented in October 1999 in the member states,
which requires that the Best Available Technique (BAT)
must be chosen by considering the environment as a
whole, including indirect releases, consumption of raw
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Fig. 5. Life cycle of a wet limestone/gypsum* process (adapted from de Nevers [115]) (*In the double alkali process, sodium carbonate is also added into the
thickener overflow tank).

materials and waste disposal. The use of LCA as a tool for
identifying BPEO and BAT is now illustrated on several
case studies.
4.1.1. BPEO for SO2 abatement
Vyzi and Azapagic [98] demonstrate, for instance, how
LCA can assist in process selection in the context of BPEO
by comparing the three most common ¯ue gas desulphurisation (FGD) processes: wet limestone/gypsum, double
alkali and dry sodium carbonate processes. In the wet
limestone/gypsum process, the sulphur oxides in the ¯ue
gas are absorbed in calcium hydroxide to yield calcium
sulphate which after dewatering can be used in the construction industry as gypsum (see Fig. 5). The double alkali
is similar to the gypsum process, but in addition to calcium
carbonate it also uses sodium carbonate. In the dry system,
the sodium carbonate particles are injected into the ¯ue gas
to react with SO2 and are then removed, usually in an
electrostatic precipitator. Since the purpose of the study
is to compare different SO2 abatement techniques, the
functional unit has been de®ned as `treatment of one tonne
of SO2 in the ¯ue gas'.
The case study considered in this research is based on the
example of Drax, a U.K. coal-®red power station with an
output of 4000 MW. The power station burns approximately
430 kg of coal per second with an average content of 2% of
sulphur which generates 17 kg/s of SO2. The wet limestone/
gypsum process, which is fully operational at Drax, is
designed to remove 90% of the SO2 emissions from the
plant, for which it uses approximately 32.5 kg/s CaCO3 and
produces 48 kg/s gypsum cake. In this way, 482,400 t/year
of SO2 are not emitted into the atmosphere, thus avoiding
the associated acidi®cation problem.

However, if this abatement technique is assessed on the
basis of LCA, including the environmental burdens of
extraction of raw materials, production and transport of
CaCO3 and energy consumption in the process (see Fig. 5),
it turns out that additional 900 t/year of SO2 are emitted
elsewhere in the life cycle. Furthermore, a number of other
emissions are also generated, of which the most signi®cant
is 82,000 t/year CO2, mainly associated with the life cycle
of CaCO3. Thus, in an attempt to reduce the emissions of
SO2, the acidi®cation problem has been exchanged for
global warming. This comes as a direct consequence of a
narrow system boundary de®nition and it clearly demonstrates the drawbacks of not considering the whole life cycle
of a process in choosing the BPEO.
However, overall, the wet/gypsum process is still preferred over the other two processes, as it generates the least
environmental impacts (Fig. 6). In addition, it produces
gypsum as a by-product thus avoiding disposal of solid
waste, a problem which remains with the other two processes. The dry system is the poorest option in environmental terms since it would generate 2 million tonnes per
year of CO2 and thus contribute to global warming.
Therefore, it appears that in this case the site-speci®c and
`cradle to grave' considerations result in the same BPEO,
although no LCA was attempted at the time the decision on
the best FGD process was being made. One of the motivations for choosing this process as the BPEO then was the
assumption that the by-product could be used in the construction industry. This idea is in agreement with the concept of `industrial ecology', whereby the waste from one
system or life cycle becomes an input material into another
[116]. However, if all coal-®red stations in the UK followed
the same assumption and had limestone FGD, then the
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Fig. 6. Comparison of environmental impacts of the FGD systems (from Vyzi and Azapagic [98]).

demand for gypsum would be exceeded and a large amount
of solid waste would have to be disposed off instead.
Furthermore, a particular dif®culty with the Drax gypsum
is that it contains a relatively large amount of chloride due to
the high chlorine content in the coal, which makes it almost
unusable. Under these circumstances, the choice of the
gypsum process as the BPEO becomes questionable.
This example therefore shows that the choice of BPEO
largely depends on the background economic system within
which the process operates. A further illustration of this is
provided by Golonka and Brennan [96]. They have shown
how the choice of BPEO changes with the way the system
boundary is de®ned in relation to the background system by
comparing four options for the treatment of SO2 from
metallurgical smelters. The processes assessed have
included the production of sulphuric acid, elemental sulphur, saleable gypsum and disposable calcium sulphite
sludge. Following the LCA philosophy, the authors have
also considered the environmental impacts of the downstream processing of the by-products of the desulphurisation
processes, i.e. sulphuric acid and elemental sulphur, when
used to manufacture either single superphosphate (SSP) or
diammonium phosphate (DAP).2 In the analysis without the
downstream processing, the H2SO4 process was found to be
the BPEO in terms of resource depletion and acidi®cation
(Fig. 7). In terms of global warming, the elemental sulphur
process was preferred as it generated ÿ140 kg CO2 eqv/t SO2
(the negative value is due to the heat recovery from the
process). The gypsum and disposable sludge processes were
the worst options as they contributed to global warming in
the order of 1 tonne of CO2 eqv per tonne of SO2 removed.
2

Both SSP and DAP processes use sulphuric acid as a raw material,
hence elemental sulphur must first be converted to sulphuric acid. DAP
also requires the production of phosphoric acid as an intermediate. These
two processes have been chosen as they represent the most common uses
of H2SO4 worldwide [96].

However, if the background system related to downstream processing of elemental S and H2SO4 is included
within the system boundaries, i.e. in effect brought into the
foreground, then H2SO4  SSP and H2SO4  DAP become
worse options for resource depletion, having three orders of
magnitude higher impact than, for instance limestone scrubbing. In terms of global warming, H2SO4  DAP is worse
than gypsum and sludge, while the elemental S  SSP
process now represents the best environmental option
(see Fig. 7). Similar to the ®ndings of the FGD case study,
this comparison also demonstrates that the system boundary
is of key importance in choosing BPEO. Furthermore, it also
shows how LCA ensures the link to industrial ecology by
considering entire energy and material supply chain along
the life cycle of a product or process.
4.1.2. BPEO for NOx abatement
Other authors have also demonstrated the value of LCA as
a tool for choosing BPEO for clean-up processes. Yates [99],
for instance, has compared the end-of-pipe technologies for
abatement of NOx from metal dissolution processes in the
electronics and nuclear industries. Four technologies, suitable for treating mixtures of 500±5000 mg/m3 of NO2 and
NO in the inlet gas down to 300 mg/m3, were neutralisation
with NaOH, extended absorption in water, selective catalytic reduction, and adsorption onto zeolite. Neutralisation
of NOx in NaOH in a packed column, in which the NOx gas
reacts with NaOH yielding an aqueous sodium nitrite±
nitrate ef¯uent, is at present the most widely used technique
for NOx abatement. However, although very ef®cient in
removing NOx, this method generates liquid waste and
therefore transfers the burdens from one medium to another.
In the extended absorption process, the ef®ciency of a single
water absorption plant is improved by the addition of a
second tower in a series with the existing column. To
minimise the size of the additional absorption tower, the
inlet gas is pressurised and absorbed in chilled water, to
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Fig. 7. LCA comparison of options for the treatment of SO2 from metallurgical smelters (from Golonka and Brennan [96]).

yield nitric acid which can then be used in the dissolution
process. Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) reduces NOx
gases to nitrogen and water by reaction with ammonia over a
catalyst at a temperature of 2508C. A considerable amount
of heat can be recovered to be reused in the process.
Adsorption onto zeolite is carried out by continuous adsorption/desorption of the NOx on to a packed bed of zeolite.

Regeneration of the zeolite is achieved by heating the bed
with steam to remove rich NOx fumes which can be
absorbed in water to yield nitric acid. Although very promising, this technique is still not available commercially.
The life cycles of these techniques, encompassing all activities from extraction and manufacture of raw materials to
generation and use of energy, are shown in Fig. 8 [99].

Fig. 8. LCA flow diagrams of the NOx abatement techniques (adapted from Yates [99]).
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Fig. 9. Life cycle CO2 emissions and waste for NOx abatement technologies (from Yates [99]) (Flow rate: 10000 m3/h, outlet NOx conc. 300 mg/m3;
Adsorption onto zeolite: zeolite loading  0.14 g/g; Extended absorption: system pressure  100,000 N/m2).

The results of LCA suggest that over the concentration
range of 500±5000 mg/m3 the most favourable NOx abatement technology for all burdens is adsorption onto zeolite.
As shown in Fig. 9, this technique has negative emissions
(only CO2 has been shown since the trends are the same for
other emissions) and wastes due to the recovery of nitric
acid from the desorbed NOx, which avoids the need to
manufacture it elsewhere. Only at NOx inlet concentrations
below 1000 mg/m3 do the burdens become positive. However, this technology is not at present available commercially, so the next best available option is caustic scrubbing.
This technique is, however, let down by the high quantities
of waste sodium nitrate/nitrite generated as a by-product:
1.5 kg/kg NOx removed, compared to an average of 0.04 kg/
kg NOx for catalytic reduction. This then leaves SCR and
extended absorption which exhibit similar values for the
burdens over the life cycle for NOx concentrations above
2000 mg/m3. Below that, their environmental impacts
increase signi®cantly (see Fig. 9). For instance, a treatment
of 500 mg/m3 NOx in the SCR and the extended absorption
process generates 25 and 40 kg of CO2 per kg of NOx
removed over the whole life cycle. Thus, the best practicable environmental option overall appears to be either SCR
or extended absorption for concentrations above 2000 mg/
m3, whilst zeolite adsorption remains the best option over
the whole range of concentrations examined. These ®ndings
therefore con®rm a generally accepted belief that recovery
and reuse of pollutants are more environmentally bene®cial
than the non-recovery options. However, the choice of the
best technique will depend on the speci®c characteristics of
the process such as gas ¯owrate and the concentration of the
pollutant in the waste stream.
4.1.3. BPEO for VOC abatement
Yates reached similar conclusions in an LCA study of the
end-of-pipe technologies for VOC removal from a dyestuffs

manufacturing plant [99]. The case study investigated the
effect of ¯ow rate (1000±20,000 m3/h) and concentrations
of mainly xylene (200±1200 mg/m3) in the waste stream on
the choice of BPEO. Four techniques were examined:
activated carbon adsorption with steam regeneration
(ACA-SR), catalytic oxidation (CO), cryogenic recovery
(CR) and biological oxidation (BO). Since the ACA-SG had
previously been identi®ed as the BPEO without using LCA
principles, the study re-examined this choice and compared
it with the other three techniques.
In the ACA-SR process, steam is used to regenerate the
carbon bed and recover xylene in situ. The desorbed VOC
off-gas stream is condensed to yield a water/organic mixture
which is then phase-split. The catalytic oxidation process
destroys gaseous VOCs through oxidation over a catalyst at
temperatures of 250±3508C. Ef®cient heat recovery from
the oxidation of VOC usually satis®es the heat requirements
of the system and avoids the need for additional heat supply.
Cryogenic recovery, on the other hand, operates by lowering
the temperature of the gas stream below the VOCs' dew
point. Temperatures as low as ÿ1508C can be reached by using
liquid nitrogen. If the VOC condensate is of a suf®cient
purity, i.e. contains mainly one component, it may be recovered directly for reuse. Finally, the biological treatment
utilises bacteria to oxidise organic material in the liquid phase.
The life cycles of these processes are shown in Fig. 10.
It was found that in terms of CO2, NOx, and VOC
emissions, ACA-SR was the preferable option over all ¯ow
rates and concentrations investigated; furthermore, these
emissions were negative due to the recovery of xylene
and the associated avoided burdens, which would otherwise
arise from the energy-intensive primary production of this
solvent (Fig. 11). The only burden for which this process
was not the BPEO was SO2; however, the difference
between this and the other processes was small and could
be neglected. This again points to the conclusion that
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Fig. 10. Life cycles of VOC abatement techniques (adapted from Yates [99] and Meier [114]).

recovery of a pollutant is an environmentally better option
than destroying it.
A counter-example is provided by the cryogenic recovery
process, which was found to be the worst option for most

of the environmental burdens. The main reason for this
is a high energy requirement for the production of liquid
nitrogen, which exceeds the bene®ts of VOC recovery.
However, as the amount of VOC recovered increases, the

Fig. 11. Life cycle CO2 and VOC emissions for VOC abatement technologies (from Yates [99]) (Flow rate: 5000 m3/h, Outlet VOC conc. 50 mg/m3;
Catalytic oxidation: Toxidation  3508C; Cryogenic recovery: Tcooling  ÿ508C).
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cryogenic process becomes more competitive and, for inlet
VOC concentrations above 600 mg/m3, it becomes the
second most favourable option to ACA-SR in terms of
CO2 emissions (see Fig. 11). Furthermore, in cases where
the existing nitrogen usage elsewhere on site is suf®cient
to meet the VOC recovery demand, the environmental
burdens of CR approximate those of ACA-SR [99]. Thus
depending on the operating conditions of the foreground
and the activities in the background systems, the CR process
ranges from being the worst option to representing the
BPEO.
In a similar LCA study of VOC abatement techniques,
which considered activated carbon adsorption, catalytic
oxidation and biological ®ltration, Meier [114] shows
how the choice of BPEO changes if the waste gas instead
of one compound contains a mixture of 20 different VOCs.
Since the VOCs are not recovered but incinerated in the
activated carbon process considered in this study, there are
no avoided burdens for the primary manufacture of the
VOCs and additional emissions are generated by the incineration. For instance, the total CO2 emissions are in this case
equal to 23.9 kg/kg VOCs removed, in comparison to
0.5 kg/kg in the ACA-SR process for the same VOC concentration in the ¯ue gas of 200 mg/m3. A similar increase is
observed for the other burdens so that the activated carbon
process no longer represents the BPEO and the biological
®lter becomes the best option. Thus, this is another instance
where industrial ecology, i.e. the possibility of re-using
waste materials, in¯uences the choice of BPEO. This study
also included economic evaluation of the three options
to identify BATNEEC; biological oxidation was found
to be the best option overall. Since there was little difference between the activated carbon and catalytic
oxidation processes in terms of environmental performance
and catalytic oxidation had lower economic costs, the
latter was the second preferred option overall after the
biological ®lter.
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4.1.4. BPEO for liquid CO2 and O2 production
The application of LCA for process selection is not
limited to end-of-pipe techniques only, as demonstrated
by a number of LCA studies of various industrial processes.
For instance, Rice [97] shows the usefulness of LCA in
process selection on an example of the production of liquid
carbon dioxide. Three sources of CO2 were compared:
chemical waste gas, a natural deposit and fossil fuel combustion. The waste CO2 in this example arises from the ICI
ammonia plant and if it was not utilized as a by-product it
would normally be released into the atmosphere. The
second source of CO2 considered in this work is from a
natural deposit, while the third source is via combustion of
fossil fuel (kerosene). The CO2 from all the three sources is
cleaned, compressed and lique®ed before its downstream
use which, in Rice's case, included aeration of soft drinks.
The results of the analysis showed that in terms of global
warming, the best environmental option is to source raw
CO2 from chemical waste gas. This reduces the ultimate
volume of CO2 that would otherwise be released into the
atmosphere and ensures that the utilization ef®ciency associated with the system is high. However, as shown in
Fig. 12, in terms of all other impacts, CO2 from natural
gas is environmentally the best option. Sourcing the liquid
CO2 from fossil fuel is the worst option overall as it has the
highest environmental impacts.
Rice took this analysis further to show the importance of
the upstream CO2 process selection for the total environmental impacts when the system boundary is extended to
include the use of CO2 [97]. If CO2 is used as an input
material into a system of relatively low energy intensity, the
selection of the process for its generation can play an
important role. For instance, when used for a water softening treatment, the source of the CO2 becomes an important factor in the overall impact of the treatment system. If,
on the other hand, the liquid CO2 is an input for a process of
relatively high energy intensity, the source of the CO2

Fig. 12. Environmental impacts of the processes for generation of liquid CO2 (from Rice [97]).
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becomes much less important. One such example is the use
of CO2 in the soft drinks industry, where the impacts of CO2
generation become negligible in comparison to the process
of manufacturing soft drinks. These two examples are
particularly interesting as they demonstrate that if a BPEO
that bene®ts the environment as a whole is to be identi®ed, it
has to be done on a case-speci®c basis. In policy terms, this
suggests that in choosing BPEO it would seem appropriate
to move away from prescriptive legislation with set limits
and hierarchies to a more ¯exible approach which allows
assessment of different options on a case-by-case basis. This
view has already been adopted by the IPPC Directive, which
recommends that the ``emission limit values,. . . or equivalent technical measures should be based on the best available technologies [BATs], without prescribing the use of one
speci®c technique or technology and taking into consideration the technical characteristics of the installation concerned, its geographical location. . .and the environment as a
whole'' [3].
Rice [97] also showed how the choice of BPEO can
depend on some of the factors identi®ed by the IPPC, including
technical characteristics, geographical location, the scale of
operation etc. He compared processes for production of
oxygen used for aeration of activated sludge in waste water
treatment. The alternative technologies considered were
liquid O2 from small (140 t/day) and large scale (600 t/day)
cryogenic air separation units (ASU), gaseous O2 from pressure swing adsorption (PSA), and gaseous O2 from a vacuum
swing adsorption (VSA) unit. The results showed that per kg
of O2 at the point of use, the best environmental alternative
is to generate O2 in a cryogenic unit and deliver it to the point
of use. As economies of scale play a signi®cant role, it was
found best to source O2 in a large-scale ASU. The choice of
BPEO is also affected by O2 demand. If the oxygen requirement is between 20 and 70 t/day, ASU remains the best option
for delivery distances smaller than 1000 miles. Above that,
an on-site VSA becomes the best environmental option.
PSA units are only attractive if the demand for O2 is less
than 20 t/day (i.e. below the minimum VSA production
level) and the delivery distance is greater than 1500 miles.
Furthermore, Rice [97] shows how process ef®ciency can
in¯uence the choice of BPEO by comparing the life cycles
of air-based mechanical aeration techniques (®ne and coarse
bubble-diffused air aeration, jet aeration and surface paddle
aeration) with an oxygen-based technology (VitoxTM) used
in the activated sludge process. If the VitoxTM technology,
with oxygen sourced from the large-scale ASU, is operated
at the design capacity of 2.5 kg O2/kWh of energy needed to
supply O2, it is clearly the best environmental option ahead
of the ®ne bubble, jet aeration, coarse bubble and paddle
aeration options, respectively. However, if the operation of
VitoxTM moves away from the design capacity, the associated life cycle impacts increase so that at the energy
ef®ciency of 0.9 kg O2/kWh, its overall impact becomes
second only to paddle aeration and ®ne bubble and jet
aeration systems now represent the BPEO.

The above examples demonstrate the usefulness of LCA
for process selection. If applied correctly, this approach can
ensure that the best environmental option is identi®ed
throughout the life cycle. However, in many cases, possibilities for further improving and optimising the performance of the selected process will exist. Life cycle thinking
can also be applied to identify optimum options for process
improvements. The application of LCA to system optimisation is the subject of the next section.
4.2. Process optimisation
Traditionally, system optimisation in chemical and process engineering applications has focused on maximising
the economic objectives. Over the past 10 years, considerations for improving the environmental performance have
started to be integrated into system optimisation alongside
economic criteria. These included various waste minimisation approaches from the concept of mass pinch as a tool to
derive cost-optimal Mass Exchange Networks with minimum emissions waste [117], through minimum waste water
generation in process plants (e.g. [118]) and waste treatments costs [119,120], to the concept of Zero Avoidable
Pollution [121,122]. Although these approaches may have
both environmental and economical bene®ts through
reduced wastes and costs of treatment [123], their disadvantage is that they concentrate on emissions from the plant
only, without considering other stages in the life cycle. More
recently, life cycle thinking has started to be incorporated
into the process design and optimisation procedures
[20,24,101±111], thus establishing a link between the environmental impacts, operation and economics of the process
[100]. These developments are still underway and the
published literature on this subject is quite limited.
In general, the approach for incorporating LCA into
system optimisation comprises three main steps
[20,24,106±111]:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Carrying out a Life Cycle Assessment study;
Formulation of the multi-objective optimisation
problem in the LCA context;
Multi-objective optimisation and choice of the best
compromise solution.

(i) The methodology for the ®rst step of the procedure has
been brie¯y explained in Section 2; a more detailed account
can be found in Consoli [19], Fava [18] and the ISO 14040
series [17].
(ii) The optimisation problem in the context of LCA is
equivalent to a conventional optimisation model except that
in addition to an economic function it also involves environmental objectives, represented by the burdens or impacts.
Thus a single objective optimisation problem is transformed
into a multi-objective one. The system is optimised simultaneously on both economic and environmental performance, subject to certain constraints encompassing all
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activities from cradle to grave. This results in an n-dimensional non-inferior or Pareto surface with a number of
optimum solutions for system improvements. By de®nition,
none of the objective functions on the Pareto surface can be
improved without worsening the value of any other objective function. Therefore, some trade-offs between objective
functions are necessary in order to reach the preferred
optimum solution in a given situation. Evaluation of
trade-offs and elicitation of preferences to identify the best
compromise solution is part of step (iii), as discussed later in
the paper.
In general, a multi-objective optimisation (MO) problem
of a system formulated in the LCA context can take the
following form:
Minimise f x; y  f1 f2 . . . fp 
s:t:
h x; y  0
g x; y  0
x 2 X  Rn
y 2 Y  Zq

(1)

where f is a vector of economic and environmental objective
functions; h(x,y)  0 and g(x,y)0 are equality and inequality constraints, and x and y are the vectors of continuous and
integer variables, respectively. Equality constraints may be
de®ned by energy and material balances; the inequality
constraints may describe material availabilities, heat
requirements, capacities etc. A vector of n continuous
variables may include material and energy ¯ows, pressures,
compositions, sizes of units etc., while a vector of q integer
variables may be represented by alternative materials or
technologies in the system or a number of trucks for
transport of raw materials. If the integer set Z is empty
and the constraints and objective functions are linear, then
(1) becomes a Linear Programming (LP) problem; if the set
of integer variables is nonempty and nonlinear terms exist in
the objective functions and constraints, formulation (1) is a
mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem.
Mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problems incorporate integer and linear variables only.
An economic objective typically involves a cost or pro®t
function as de®ned by:
Minimise F  cT y  f x
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relative contribution of burden Bj to impact Ek, as de®ned
by the `problem-oriented' approach to Impact Assessment
[36]. In this approach, for example, Global Warming Potential (GWP) factors, eck,j, for different greenhouse gases are
expressed relative to the GWP of CO2, which is therefore
de®ned to be unity. If a different Characterisation approach
is used, then Eq. (4) may be rede®ned accordingly. Note that
at present the LCA approach assumes that environmental
burdens and impacts functions are linear, i.e. they are
directly proportional to the output of functional unit(s)
and there are no synergistic or antagonistic effects.
Depending on the characteristics of the system, the
problem (1) can be formulated as (mixed integer) linear
or nonlinear. The theory for solving such problems is well
established (e.g. [124,125]) and a number of commercial
software packages are available to deal with large-scale
problems, of which GAMS [126] is probably the most
widely used in process and chemical engineering applications. Literature on techniques for solving general single
objective optimisation problems is plentiful (e.g.
[124,125,127]); multi-objective optimisation problems have
also been extensively reviewed (e.g. [128,129]).
(iii) The system is then optimised on a number of
objective functions and optimum solutions are found on
the multi-dimensional non-inferior or Pareto surface. Which
environmental objectives will be chosen for optimisation
depends on the Goal and Scope of the study. Thus, optimisation can be performed either at the Inventory or Impact
Assessment levels, in which case the environmental objectives are de®ned as either burdens or impacts, respectively.
Hence, local and global system improvements are found by
®rst moving the system to conditions on the Pareto surface,
and then moving on it. As already mentioned, all objectives
on the surface are optimal in the Pareto sense and some
trade-offs between the objectives are necessary to identify
the best compromise solution. For example, if the system is
optimised simultaneously on two objectives Ð one economic and one environmental Ð the resulting Pareto optimum does not necessarily mean that these functions are at
their respective optima achieved when the system is optimised on each of them separately (see Fig. 13). The Pareto

(2)

where c is a vector of cost or pro®t coef®cients for integer
variables and f(x) is a linear or non-linear function related to
continuous variables. The environmental objectives in this
context represent the burdens Bj or impacts Ek:
Minimise Bj 

N
X

bj;n xn

(3)

eck;j Bj

(4)

n1

Minimise Ek 

J
X
j1

where bcj,n represents emission coef®cients associated with
continuous variables xn. In Eq. (4), eck,j represents the

Fig. 13. Pareto curve obtained in multi-objective optimisation (from
Azapagic [20]).
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optimum, however, does mean that the set of best possible
options has been identi®ed for a system in which both
objectives should be improved.
Ultimately, environmental and economic objectives
could be aggregated into a single function by attaching
weights to indicate their importance, so that the problem
reduces to a single objective one. However, the main
advantage of MO is that it does not require a priori articulation of preferences, so that the whole non-inferior set of
solutions can be explored. The emphasis then is on the
range of choices from the set of non-inferior solutions,
rather than explicit de®nition of preferences before analysing all the trade-offs among objectives. The trade-offs
show explicitly what can be gained and what lost by
choosing each alternative. Where there are multiple decision makers with con¯icting interests, this technique can
help to resolve disputes by generating different alternative
solutions. Decision makers who understand the trade-offs
and the alternatives are more likely to understand the
interests of other parties and, therefore, to compromise.
Although the evaluation of trade-offs among the objectives
to choose the best compromise solution will still imply
certain preferences and value judgments, at least the choice
will be made from all possible non-inferior solutions, unlike
other methods where the bulk of non-inferior solutions may
be ignored. This is particularly relevant in the LCA context,
because it enables avoiding the controversial and debatable
concept of aggregation of environmental impacts into a
single environmental impact function in the Valuation
stage. Furthermore, by being able to trade-off incommensurable objectives, e.g. environmental impacts and economic requirements, this approach avoids the well-known
problems encountered, for instance, in cost±bene®t analysis
[130±133], i.e. reducing individual preferences to a market
value or trying to express the quality of the environment
in ®nancial terms.
One of the possible ways to choose the `best' solution
is to consider a graphical representation of the non-inferior
set and then choose the best compromise solution on the
basis of the trade-offs. However, this approach is limited to
two or three objective functions at most, because graphical
representation becomes less than helpful with more than
three objectives. Another way to look at it is to express the
values of objectives at non-inferior solutions in terms of the
percentage distance from their individual optima. If all
objectives are considered to be of the same importance,
then the best compromise solution could be that which
equalizes the percentage by which all objectives differ from
their optimum values. However, should any of the objectives
be considered more important than the others, then other
techniques that allow ordering of preferences, such as Multiattribute Utility Theory [134] or Analytic Hierarchy Process
[135], could be used to identify the best compromise solution. Although this implies eliciting preferences for the
objectives, these preferences are at least articulated in the
post-optimal analysis of all non-inferior solutions and their

trade-offs, as distinct from expressing preferences and
aggregating the objectives prior to identifying all noninferior solutions.
An approach similar to this was used by Kniel et al. [100]
for the optimisation of a nitric acid plant. The plant produces
roughly 30 t of 56% nitric acid per hour and generates
107 kg/h nitrogen oxides in the waste gas. To improve
the environmental performance of the plant, two process
alternatives to the basic design were considered: addition of
a SCR unit and increasing the operating pressure in the nitric
acid absorber. LCA identi®ed the latter alternative as environmentally superior to both the existing operations and the
installation of a SCR unit. Economic analysis revealed that
the rate of return was comparable to that of the existing
operations and about 28% higher than that of the SCR. To
illustrate the approach, the system was optimised on two
objectives: economic returns and environmental index function. The latter represented a linear combination of impacts,
aggregated by using the marginal values which relate
changes in the environmental impacts to process variables
and are obtained at the solution of the optimisation problem.
As discussed above, one of the drawbacks of the a priori
aggregation of objectives is that a number of non-inferior
solutions could be lost before considering the trade-offs.
Furthermore, as acknowledged by the authors, the aggregation method used in this particular case is based on the way
the system is operated and fails to include the sociological
aspects into valuation.
As illustrated in Fig. 14, the Pareto curve shows the tradeoffs between the environmental index and the economic
returns, depending on pressure in the system. The environmental index reaches a minimum when pressure is maximum because recovery of NOx is maximised. The
maximum economic return occurs at an intermediate pressure, where recovery of NOx is relatively high, but compression costs are relatively low. It is also interesting to note
that in this case the curve ¯attens in its upper regions,
suggesting that a slight increase in operating pressure would
cause little economic sacri®ce but substantial environmental
bene®t. As discussed above, this quanti®cation of losses and
gains provides a useful tool to the decision makers in
choosing the best compromise solution.

Fig. 14. Non-inferior curve for optimisation of a nitric plant (from Kniel
et al. [100]).
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Fig. 15. LCA flow diagram of the boron system (from Azapagic and Clift
[110]).

Azapagic [20] and Azapagic and Clift [136,137] have
taken this approach further by optimising on a number of
environmental and economic objectives, thus avoiding
Valuation. This is illustrated on a real mining and processing
example of the system producing ®ve boron products:
10 mol borate (Na2B4O710H2O), 5 mol borate (Na2B4O7
4.67H2O), boric acid (H3BO3), anhydrous borax (Na2B4O7),
and anhydrous boric acid (B2O3). A simpli®ed LCA ¯ow
diagram of the system, showing the distinction between the
foreground and background subsystems, is shown in
Fig. 15. After extraction and crushing, the boron minerals,
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borax and kernite, are transported to the plant and dissolved
in water to produce 5 and 10 mol borates. Boric acid (BA) is
produced in a separate plant, by reacting kernite ore with
sulphuric acid. Anhydrous borax (AB) and anhydrous boric
acid (ABA) are made in high-temperature furnaces from
5 mol borate and BA, respectively. All products are then
either packed or shipped in bulk. Electric energy and steam
for the system are provided by the on-site natural gas
cogeneration facility with additional steam generated in
the steam plant. All activities from the extraction of raw
materials to the production of the boron products and
materials used are included in the system; however, the
use and disposal phases of the products are not considered in
this study (`cradle-to-gate' approach). The functional unit
was de®ned as total yearly production of the boron products
of 1,062,000 t/year.
The objective of this work was to optimise the system on
environmental and economic performance to identify a
range of possibilities for minimising total environmental
impacts from the system, while maximising production
subject to total product demand and keeping the production
costs to their minimum. The optimisation model also
included several process alternatives to identify the BPEO.
These included different product dryers (¯uid, tray and
rotary), conveyors instead of trucks in the mine, and the
generation of additional steam in the Cogeneration instead
of in the Steam plant. To demonstrate the approach, the
system model de®ned by Eqs. (1)±(4), was optimised on
three objective functions: global warming potential (GWP),
total production (P) and production costs (C). The threedimensional non-inferior surface ABCD, generated in a
series of multi-objective optimisations, is shown in
Fig. 16. Depending on the position on the non-inferior
surface, the optimum solutions offer different options for
improvements and BPEOs. For instance, Point A represents
the minimum of the cost-objective function; however, the

Fig. 16. Non-inferior surface for the boron system (from Azapagic [20]) (C*, GWP* and P* Ð optimum values obtained in single-objective optimisation; C,
GWP, P Ð optimum values obtained in multi-objective optimisation).
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production is at the minimum and GWP is 31% above its
optimum value. The BPEO at this point includes transport in
the mine by trucks and steam production in the Steam plant.
The Kuhn±Tucker multipliers3 at this solution suggest that if
a further decrease in the GWP objective by one tonne is
required, a cost increase of £95 would be incurred for
constant product output; similarly, if the production were
to increase by one tonne, the resulting increase in the costs
would be equal to £34 for constant GWP. The Kuhn±Tucker
multipliers therefore determine the marginal costs of reducing GWP and increasing production, respectively.
By moving from Point A along the non-inferior curve for
constant GWP, both costs and production increase, to reach
their maximum feasible values at point B. The Cost function
here is 4% above its optimum value. If Production is
increased by one tonne, £300 of the Costs objective have
to be given up. Similarly, one tonne change in GWP is
associated with a cost change of £100. At this solution, the
BPEO is de®ned by steam generation in the Steam plant and
the preferred transportation means in the mine is by conveyors.
If, however, the system were to be operated at Point C,
GWP would be 3.3% above its optimum value obtained in
single objective optimisation. Production would be at the
minimum, and the costs would increase by 14%. An
improvement in GWP of one tonne would worsen the values
of the Costs objective by £36, while a tonne increase in P
would result in £100 increase in the costs. At this point, 93%
of the steam is generated by the Cogeneration plant and the
rest is produced in the Steam plant. The conveyors still
remain the best transport option in the mine.
Furthermore, if, for example, Point D were to be chosen
as the best compromise solution, then for the same value of
GWP as at Point C, production would reach the maximum;
however, costs would have to increase by 17%. It can be
noted here that both GWP and Production exhibit similar
effect on Costs: a decrease in GWP by one tonne increases
Costs by £3,600, while increasing production by one tonne,
increases the costs by £3,500. At this solution, the best
practicable environmental option is de®ned by truck transport in the mine and steam production in the Cogeneration
plant.
These results demonstrate how optimum solutions and
therefore BPEO change with the operating state of the
system. The same analysis can be done for other points
on the non-inferior surface which are all optimal in the
Pareto sense. By trading-off the values of different objectives at these points, decision makers can select any solution
on the surface, depending on how much of one objective
they are prepared to give up in order to gain in another. The
value of multi-objective optimisation in the context of LCA,
therefore, lies in offering a range of choices for environ-

mental and economic improvements of the system and so
enabling preferences to be identi®ed after analysing all the
trade-offs among objectives.
Although the discussion in this section has mainly
focused on optimisation of the existing processes, a similar
approach can be applied for the design of new processes.
The use of LCA and multi-objective optimisation in the
process design is reviewed in the next section.
4.3. LCA for process design
One of the newly emerging applications of LCA is in
product and process design. This has resulted in the development of a new LCA-related tool Ð Life Cycle Product/
Process Design (LCPD). The LCPD methodology is still in
its infancy and published literature is scant (e.g.
[92,94,138]).
Although the methodologies for life cycle product and
process design are similar, the following discussion will
focus on Life Cycle Process Design. As outlined in Fig. 17,
environmental considerations are incorporated at an early
stage of the design, alongside the more traditional technical
and economic criteria [139]. LCA is used throughout the
design process, initially on a reference process. The conventional system boundary is extended to include the life
cycles of different technologies and raw materials, all the
way from extraction of primary resources through to production. This enables a quantitative comparison of different
technological routes for production of the same set of raw
materials as well as an assessment of different raw materials. It may be noted that the same rigorous ¯owsheeting
procedures used in conventional design can directly be
linked with the environmental analysis described here.
Furthermore, as Product Stewardship initiatives are seeking
to build alliances between manufacturers and suppliers

3

Kuhn-Tucker multipliers indicate how much of one objective function
has to be given up in order to improve the value of the other; for more
detail see e.g. [128].

Fig. 17. General methodological framework for Life Cycle Process
Design (from Azapagic [139]).
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[140], it is also desirable to include the supply chain within
the design framework. This enables identi®cation of best
suppliers, in terms of their product quality, environmental,
health, safety and other performance criteria. For instance,
one of the guiding principles in choosing the supplier could
be their compliance with ISO 9000 or 14000 or perhaps an
international environmental label of their product. Moreover, the design process must include compliance with
relevant legislation, such as health and safety regulations
and environmental emissions limits. Finally, customer and
consumer requirements in terms of the speci®cations and
performance of the product can also be addressed during
process design. Once all of the criteria of interest have been
identi®ed, a multi-objective optimisation model of the
general form Eqs. (1)±(4) can be de®ned. The system is
then optimised on a number of objectives, de®ned by
environmental burdens or impacts and socio-economic
functions, subject to the constraints on material and energy
balances, productive capacities, technical, legislative and
other requirements. As a result, a plethora of non-inferior
solutions is obtained, enabling a quantitative evaluation of
options for environmental, technical, economic and other
improvements of the process system. This whole procedure
is dynamic with a continuous exchange of information
within and outside the design team to explore systematically
the possibilities for improvements.
Therefore, LCPD offers a potential for technological
innovation in the process concept and structure through
the selection of the best technologies and raw materials over
the whole cycle. As already discussed, this can be of
particular importance if placed within the context of EMAS
and ISO 14000 EMS, as well as the IPPC Directive, which
require companies to have a full knowledge of the environmental consequences of their actions, both on- and off-site.
Furthermore, as the `polluter pays' and `producer responsibility' initiatives are starting to force manufacturers to
reduce waste at source and manage the waste associated
with their processes, LCPD can provide a powerful framework for the design of cleaner processes which are environmentally benign and economically pro®table.
Similar approaches have been proposed by Kniel et al.
[100], Pistikopoulos et al. [102], Stewart and Petrie [104],
and others [103,105]. Pistikopoulos et al. [102,103,105], for
instance, use a so-called Minimum Environmental Impact
(MEI) methodology which embeds LCA principles within a
formal process optimisation framework. This approach
extends the existing waste minimisation design techniques
by providing a more complete description of the environmental impacts of the process. The authors [102,103,105]
use an example of the design of a vinyl chloride monomer
(VCM) plant to show that the `zero emission' target may not
always be the best environmental policy and that an optimal
degree of abatement may be preferable instead. This is
illustrated in Fig. 18 which reveals that there is a minimum
mass of dichloroethane (DCE) discharged beyond which the
global environmental impact increases due to the trade-offs
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Fig. 18. Effect of the degree of abatement on water discharges from the
VCM plant (from Pistikopoulos et al. [102]).

in waste generation over the whole life cycle between
system inputs and outputs [102]. This example indicates
that from an environmental point of view, minimisation of
the output emissions only, as normally carried out in conventional system optimisation, can in fact lead to suboptimal solutions. Furthermore, it also emphasizes the
importance of multi-objective optimisation in which all
functions have to be considered simultaneously if global
environmental improvements are to be achieved. Targeting
for minimum `global' impacts may also result in less
expensive plant operation, as was the case in this study.
5. Conclusions
There is a growing need to move away from narrow
de®nitions and concepts in environmental system management. Life Cycle Assessment offers a systematic way to
incorporate the entire material and energy supply chain into
strategic planning and policy development. This is demonstrated by an increasing number of applications of LCA,
both by industry and governments. Some of the newly
emerging applications of LCA reviewed in this paper are
in process selection, design and optimisation.
The application of LCA to process selection shows that
the Best Practicable Option (BPEO) that bene®ts the environment as a whole must be identi®ed and chosen in the LCA
context. The case studies con®rm that the choice of BPEO is
dependent on the boundaries, operating state of the system
and on the background economic system in which it operates. Some of the examples indicate that recycling and
recovery of pollutants may not always be the best option
environmentally and that the BPEO has to be determined on
a case-by-case basis.
LCA can also be coupled with multi-objective optimisation techniques to provide a powerful tool for process design
and optimisation. A newly emerging Life Cycle Process
Design (LCPD) tool offers a potential for technological
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innovation in process concept and structure through selection of best material and process alternatives over the
whole life cycle. This approach provides a robust framework for process design by simultaneously optimising on
environmental, technical, economic and other criteria.
Multi-objective optimisation in this context serves to
identify a number of Pareto-optimum options for improved
design and operation throughout the whole life cycle. This
approach provides a potentially powerful decision making
tool which may help process industries identify sustainable
options for the future.
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